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1 |  INTRODUCTION
The self- monitoring of the voice relies on comparing what 
we expect to hear and what we actually hear (Frith,  1992; 
Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). However, in a dynamic environ-
ment sensory feedback is often ambiguous, e.g., when listen-
ing to multiple speakers. Any judgment of the voice source 
further depends on how much sensory feedback deviates 
from expectations (Feinberg,  1978). Minor deviations re-
garding one's own voice are typically self- attributed and used 
to compensate motor control. Major deviations may lead to 
source- attributing the voice to another person. The study of 
misattributed self- voice is often associated with auditory ver-
bal hallucinations (AVH) in patients with psychotic disorders 
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Abstract
Self- voice attribution can become difficult when voice characteristics are ambiguous, 
but functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigations of such ambigu-
ity are sparse. We utilized voice- morphing (self- other) to manipulate (un- )certainty 
in self- voice attribution in a button- press paradigm. This allowed investigating how 
levels of self- voice certainty alter brain activation in brain regions monitoring voice 
identity and unexpected changes in voice playback quality. FMRI results confirmed 
a self- voice suppression effect in the right anterior superior temporal gyrus (aSTG) 
when self- voice attribution was unambiguous. Although the right inferior frontal 
gyrus (IFG) was more active during a self- generated compared to a passively heard 
voice, the putative role of this region in detecting unexpected self- voice changes 
during the action was demonstrated only when hearing the voice of another speaker 
and not when attribution was uncertain. Further research on the link between right 
aSTG and IFG is required and may establish a threshold monitoring voice identity in 
action. The current results have implications for a better understanding of the altered 
experience of self- voice feedback in auditory verbal hallucinations.
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(Kumari, Fannon, et al., 2010; Sapara et al., 2015). However, 
under conditions of ambiguous feedback, healthy individuals 
also display uncertainty in attributing the source of their own 
voice (Asai & Tanno, 2013; Pinheiro et al., 2019). Functional 
neuroimaging studies of self- voice monitoring have examined 
the neural substrates of self- other voice attribution but have 
so far not examined responses to uncertainty in ambiguous 
conditions (e.g., Allen et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2006). However, 
we need to better understand how the brain establishes correct 
self and other voice attribution and where and how the voice 
is processed in uncertain conditions to better understand the 
mechanisms underlying dysfunctional self- monitoring.
Previous research has reported that unaltered self- voice 
production leads to reduced functional brain activity in the 
auditory cortex (Christoffels et al., 2007). This motor- induced 
suppression (MIS) is compatible with the findings of numer-
ous studies employing diverse methodology. It is similar to the 
N1 suppression effect, modulation of the event- related poten-
tial of the electroencephalogram (EEG) (e.g., Behroozmand 
& Larson,  2011; Heinks- Maldonado et  al.,  2005; Pinheiro 
et  al.,  2018; Sitek et  al.,  2013; Wang et  al.,  2014), or M1 
suppression in magnetoencephalography (Houde et al., 2002; 
Numminen et al., 1999; Ventura et al., 2009), weakened ac-
tivity in electrocorticography and at intracranial electrodes 
(Chang et  al.,  2013; Greenlee et  al.,  2011), or direct- and 
inter- cell recordings in non- human primates (Eliades & 
Wang, 2008; Müller- Preuss & Ploog, 1981).
In addition to suppressed activity in the auditory cor-
tex, self- voice monitoring activates a widespread system 
of functionally connected brain regions, including cortical 
motor and speech planning areas as well as subcortical re-
gions such as the thalamus and cerebellum (Behroozmand 
et al., 2015; Christoffels et al., 2007). Moreover, within the 
auditory cortex different regions contribute specialized roles 
in the processing of voice. Notably, the left lateral temporal 
cortex demonstrates a larger role in speech- related process-
ing, while the right lateral temporal cortex plays an essential 
role in speaker- related features of voice (Belin et al., 2002; 
Ethofer et al., 2006, 2007; Formisano et al., 2008; Grandjean 
et al., 2005; Kotz et al., 2003; Moerel et al., 2012; Schirmer & 
Kotz, 2006; Wiethoff et al., 2008). In the current study, we fo-
cused on the perception of voice identity particularly ascribed 
to the right anterior superior temporal gyrus (aSTG) and the 
adjacent upper bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) 
(Belin et  al.,  2004; Belin & Zatorre,  2003; von Kriegstein 
et al., 2003; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004). Patient studies 
support this assumption as lesions or damage to the aSTG 
can lead to deficits in voice identity recognition (Gainotti 
et al., 2010; Gainotti & Marra, 2011; Hailstone et al., 2011; 
van Lancker & Canter, 1982; van Lancker & Kreiman, 1987).
Motor- induced suppression in voice monitoring is not only 
effective in voice production but also in response to voice re-
cordings activated via a button press (Ford et al., 2007; Knolle 
et  al.,  2019; Pinheiro et  al.,  2018; Whitford et  al.,  2011) 
as well as for non- verbal sounds including tones (e.g., 
Aliu et  al.,  2009; Baess et  al.,  2009; Knolle et  al.,  2013). 
Furthermore, MIS seems to operate across modalities of 
sensory feedback and arises from various motor effectors 
(e.g., Blakemore et  al.,  1998; Leube et  al.,  2003; Miall & 
Wolpert, 1996; Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). One explanation 
for MIS is that the internal model of an expected action out-
come is fed- forward to the relevant cortical regions to cancel 
out impending activity to the anticipated stimulus (Jordan & 
Rumelhart,  1992; Miall & Wolpert,  1996; Wolpert,  1997). 
Studies that experimentally manipulated sensory feedback 
created a mismatch between expected and actual outcomes 
and indicated concomitant modulation or absence of MIS 
under such circumstances. EEG studies typically show de-
creased N1 suppression (e.g., Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; 
Heinks- Maldonado et al., 2005), while fMRI studies report a 
relative increase of STG activity when expected feedback is al-
tered (Christoffels et al., 2007, 2011; Fu et al., 2006; McGuire 
et al., 1996; Zheng et al., 2010). With this approach, it is not 
only possible to make listeners uncertain about self- or other- 
voice attribution (Allen et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2005; Allen 
et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2006; Vermissen et al., 2007), but to 
also lead listeners to incorrectly attribute self- voice to another 
speaker (Allen et al., 2004, 2005, 2006; Fu et al., 2006; Johns 
et  al., 2001, 2003, 2006; Kumari, Antonova, et  al.,  2010; 
Kumari, Fannon, et al., 2010; Sapara et al., 2015). STG sup-
pression only persists when the voice is correctly judged as 
self- voice in distorted feedback conditions (Fu et al., 2006). 
Critically, data reflecting uncertain voice attribution are 
often removed from fMRI analyses (Allen et  al.,  2005; Fu 
et al., 2006). However, to gain a better understanding of voice 
attribution to internal or external sources, it is mandatory to 
specify such data and to define how the known voice attribu-
tion region of the STG reacts to uncertainty.
Next to the auditory cortex, activation in the right infe-
rior frontal gyrus increases in response to distorted auditory 
feedback (Johnson et al., 2019). However, while attenuation 
of the right aSTG activation reflects expected voice quality, 
the right IFG is selectively responsive to unexpected sensory 
events (Aron et al., 2004). Increased right IFG activity has 
been reported when voice feedback is acoustically altered 
(Behroozmand et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2016; 
Tourville et al., 2008; Toyomura et al., 2007), delayed (Sakai 
et  al.,  2009; Watkins et  al.,  2005), replaced with the voice 
of another speaker (Fu et al., 2006), or physically perturbed 
during vocal production (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011). In re-
sponse to unexpected sensory feedback in voice production, 
the right IFG produces a “salient signal,” indicating the po-
tential need to stop and respond to stimuli that may be af-
fected by external influence.
In the current fMRI experiment, we investigated how cor-
tical voice identity and auditory feedback monitoring brain 
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regions respond to (un)certain self- other voice attribution. 
Participants elicited their own voice that varied along a mor-
phing continuum from self to other voices, including inter-
mediate ambiguous voices. Region of interest (ROI) analyses 
motivated by a priori hypotheses focused on the right aSTG 
and the right IFG. The right aSTG ROI stems from a well- 
replicated temporal voice area (TVA) localizer task (Belin 
et al., 2000). The right IFG ROI conforms to a region respon-
sive to the experimental manipulation of auditory feedback 
previously identified in an activation- likelihood estimation 
(ALE) analysis (Johnson et al., 2019). Due to possible indi-
vidual variability in thresholds for self- other voice attribution 
(Asai & Tanno, 2013), each participant underwent psycho-
metric testing to determine individualized points of maxi-
mum uncertainty on a continuum from self to other voice. 
The primary goal was to test if (a) MIS of self- voice in the 
right aSTG is present, and the degree of suppression is greater 
when self- voice attribution is certainly compared to uncertain, 
and (b) right IFG activation would increase in response to 
voice uncertainty or externalization. Confirming these results 
would further substantiate EEG findings regarding MIS for 
self- voice elicited via button- press (Ford et al., 2007; Knolle 
et al., 2019; Pinheiro et al., 2018; Whitford et al., 2011), indi-
cating that suppressed activity in auditory cortex aligns with 
predicted self- voice quality and not only as a function of ex-
pected quality of voice feedback.
2 |  METERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Participant recruitment
Twenty- seven participants took part in the study. The data 
of two participants were discarded due to scanning arti-
facts. Of the remaining 25 (17 female), the average age was 
21.88 years (SD = 4.37; range 18 to 33). Inclusion criteria 
assured that participants had no diagnosis of psychological 
disorder, normal or corrected- to- normal vision, reported no 
hearing loss, and no evidence of phonagnosia. The latter was 
tested with an adapted version of a voice- name recognition 
test (Roswandowitz et al., 2014). All participants gave writ-
ten informed consent and received university study partici-
pant credit. This study was approved by the Ethical Review 
Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience at 
Maastricht University (ERCPN- 176_08_02_2017).
3 |  PROCEDURES
3.1 | Phonagnosia screening
Phonagnosia is a disorder restricting individuals from perceiv-
ing speaker identity in the voice (Van Lancker et al., 1988). 
We screened for phonagnosia using an adapted version of a 
phonagnosia screening task (see Roswandowitz et al., 2014). 
The task was composed of four rounds of successive learning 
and testing phases, in which participants initially listened to 
the voices of three speakers of the same gender. Identification 
of each speaker was subsequently tested 10 times with re-
sponse accuracy feedback provided during the first half of 
the test trials. Finally, the task was repeated with stimuli of 
the gender not used in the first run. The presentation order of 
these runs was counterbalanced across participants.
3.2 | Psychometric task
In a voice attribution task (VAT), participants heard neutral 
samples of the vowels /a/ and /o/. These samples varied in 
voice identity, which was morphed along a continuum from 
“self- voice” to “other- voice” using the STRAIGHT voice 
morphing software package (Kawahara,  2003, 2006) run-
ning in MATLAB (R2019A, v9.6.0.1072779, MathWorks, 
Inc., Natick, MA). Samples of the self- voice (SV) and other- 
voice (OV), producing the two vowels were obtained from 
each participant and normalized for duration (500ms) and 
amplitude (70db), using the Praat software package (v6.0.28, 
http://www.praat.org/). The OV sample matched the gender 
of the participant. On this basis, 11 stimuli for each vowel 
were created along a morphing spectrum in steps of 10% 
morphing from SV to OV. In a two- alternative forced- choice 
(2AFC) task, participants listened to each stimulus 10 times 
presented in random order and responded to the question: Is 
the voice “more me” or “more other”? This procedure was 
repeated twice. In one run, stimuli were presented passively, 
while in the other run participants were visually cued to press 
a button that elicited the next stimulus (see Figure 1). A total 
of 440 trials were presented across both runs. The duration 
across both runs was 26.7 min. This task was used to identify 
an individualized point of maximum ambiguity (PMA) along 
the morphing spectrum for each participant. The PMA was 
defined as the stimulus that was closest to chance level (50%) 
self- other judgment and used as the uncertain- voice (UV) to 
inform subsequent fMRI analyses.
3.3 | FMRI tasks
Temporal Voice Area (TVA) Localizer: To identify voice- 
sensitive brain areas, participants were scanned during a voice 
localizer task (Belin et al., 2000). This task is widely used to re-
liably probe activity along the bilateral temporal cortices (e.g., 
Pernet et al., 2015) designated as anterior, middle, and poste-
rior TVA regions. Stimuli consisted of 8- s auditory clips with 
20 vocal and 20 non- vocal sounds. In a single run, participants 
passively listened to these sounds and 20 silent trials of the 
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same duration in pseudorandom order. A 2- s inter- stimulus- 
interval separated each trial, resulting in a total task duration of 
10 min. Contrasting responses of vocal and non- vocal sounds 
identified brain regions selectively sensitive to voice process-
ing. The peak activation in the anterior TVA (aSTG) of the 
right hemisphere was then chosen as the voice- attribution 
ROIs in the subsequent empirical fMRI investigation.
Voice Perception Task (VPT): Participants listened to 
passively presented or self- generated voice stimuli. When 
shown a cue signifying the active button- press condition, 
participants pressed a button to elicit voice stimuli, and con-
versely when shown a cue signifying the passive condition 
were instructed to do nothing (Figure 2). In the active con-
dition, half of the trials elicited a voice following the but-
ton press, while in the other half no voice was presented. In 
the passive condition, all trials involved the presentation of 
a voice. A subset of stimuli used in the VAT was selected 
for the VPT, specifically the 100%, 60%, 50%, 40%, and 0% 
self- voice morphs. Intermediate steps of 60%, 50%, and 40% 
were selected as pilot data had revealed that individual PMA 
fell within a range of 35%– 65% morphing, while morphs 
outside of this range produced high degrees of confidence 
in self versus other judgment. This ensured that every par-
ticipant received the voice stimuli nearest to their subjective 
PMA. Trial onsets were 9  s (±500  ms) apart to allow the 
BOLD response to return to baseline before the presentation 
of the next stimulus started. To avoid the effects of adapta-
tion suppression (Andics et  al.,  2010; Andics et  al.,  2013; 
Belin & Zatorre, 2003; Latinus & Belin, 2011; Wong et al., 
2004), voice conditions were presented in a random order. 
Stimuli were presented via Sensimetrics S14 MR- compatible 
earphones, fitted with foam earplugs to reduce interference 
from scanner noise (Sensimetrics Corporation). While in the 
scanner participants were required to confirm the successful 
perception of the control stimulus at the standard 70db vol-
ume. Over two runs, a total of 100 trials were presented in 
each condition of Source (active and passive). Within each 
condition of Source, each voice stimulus (100%, 60%, 505, 
405, and 0% morphs from self- to- other) was heard 20 times. 
Twenty null trials were included to provide a baseline com-
parison of activity in response to experimental trials. The 
total duration of this task over both runs was 33 min.
F I G U R E  2  fMRI Voice Perception 
Task (VPT): Active = button- press 
condition; Passive = hearing conditions, 
* = affected by individual motor response- 
time variability
F I G U R E  1  Psychometric Voice 
Attribution Task (VAT): Active = button- 
press condition; Passive = hearing 
conditions, * = affected by individual motor 
response- time variability; Response = two- 
alternate forcedchoice (“The voice sounded 
more like me.” or “The voice sounded more 
like someone else.”)
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3.4 | FMRI data acquisition and analysis
Data acquisition was performed at a Siemens 3T Magnetom 
Prisma Fit Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner 
at Scannexus facilities (Maastricht, NE), equipped with 
a 32- channel head coil (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, 
Germany). A structural whole- brain T1- weighted single- 
shot echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence was collected for 
each participant (field of view (FOV) 256 mm; 192 axial 
slices; 1mm slice thickness; 1 × 1 × 1mm voxel size; repe-
tition time (TR) of 2250 ms; echo- time (TE) 2.21 ms). Two 
functional tasks were conducted with T2- weighted EPI 
scans (FOV 208mm; 60 axial slices; 2mm slice thickness; 
2 × 2 × 2mm voxel size; TE 30 ms; flip angle = 77°). Both 
tasks applied a long inter- acquisition- interval where the 
time between consecutive image acquisition (2000 ms) was 
delayed, resulting in a TR of 10 and 9 s for the TVA local-
izer and VPT, respectively. This allowed auditory stimuli 
to be presented during a period of relative silence to reduce 
noise artifacts and for volume acquisition to proceed dur-
ing a period of peak activation in the auditory cortex (Belin 
et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999).
DICOM image data were converted to 4D NIFTI for-
mat using the Dcm2Nii converter provided in the MRIcron 
software package (https://www.nitrc.org/proje cts/mricr on/). 
The topup tool (Smith et  al.,  2004) implemented in FSL 
(www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) was used to estimate and correct 
for susceptibility- induced image distortions. Pre- processing 
was performed using SPM12 (Wellcome Department of 
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). A pre- processing 
pipeline applied slice timing correction, realignment and 
unwarping, segmentation, normalization to standard Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) space (Fonov et  al.,  2009) 
as well as smoothing with a full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) 8mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.
General Linear Model (GLM) Analysis: The TVA lo-
calizer and experimental VPT fMRI data were analyzed 
with a standard two- level procedure in SPM12. For the 
TVA localizer, contrast images for Vocal > Non- Vocal and 
Vocal > Silent were estimated for each participant. To test for 
the main effect of interest, a conjunction analysis ((V > NV) 
∩ (V  >  S)) was performed. A second- level random- effects 
analysis tested for group- level significance. A first- level 
fixed- effects GLM of the VPT data calculated contrast esti-
mates for each participant. Contrast estimates were then used 
in the subsequent hypothesis- driven ROI analysis to investi-
gate TVA activity.
Linear Mixed Model (LMM) ROI Analyses: Two spher-
ical (5mm) ROIs were selected for analysis: the right aST-
G/S in Brodmann Area (BA) 22 (MNI coordinates x 58, y 
2, z −10) defined by the TVA fMRI localizer task, and the 
right IFG opercular region in BA 44 (MNI coordinates x 46, 
y 10, z 4) defined in a previous fMRI meta- analysis (Johnson 
et al., 2019) (See Figure 3). For both ROIs, the mean con-
trast estimates were produced for each SV, UV, and OV con-
dition against the null trials. Using these values as input, a 
2  ×  3 factorial design was formulated using the factors of 
Source and Voice. The two- levelled factor Source included 
self- generated (A) and passively heard (P) playback of voice 
recordings. The three- levelled factor Voice included self- 
attributed (SV), other- attributed (OV), and ambiguous voice 
(UV).
F I G U R E  3  fMRI Regions of Interest: 
Blue: right inferior frontal gyrus; MNI 
coordinates x 58, y 2, z −10; determined 
from ALE neuroimaging meta- analysis 
(Johnson et al., 2019). Red: right anterior 
superior temporal gyrus; MNI coordinates  
x 46, y 10, z 4; determined in our sample 
from fMRI temporal voice area localizer  
task  
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Data were analyzed in R v3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019) run-
ning on OS v10.11.6. Data handling and visualization were 
supplemented with the tidyverse (Wickham,  2017). Linear 
Mixed Models (LMMs) were fit with lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). 
Separate LMMs were fitted for contrast estimates of the IFG 
and the aSTG ROIs with Source (A and P), Voice (SV, OV, and 
UV), and their interaction as fixed effects. Participant was mod-
eled as a random intercept. Model residuals were examined for 
potential outliers. Five data points were removed from the IFG 
analysis and one was removed from the aSTG analysis.
The main effects of Voice, Source, and their interaction 
were tested with the afex package using Kenward- Rogers de-
grees of freedom (Singmann et al., 2015). Estimated marginal 
means and confidence intervals were computed with the em-
means package (Lenth et  al.,  2020) for visualization. All p 
values are corrected for multiple comparisons controlling at 
a false- discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05. Furthermore, to inves-
tigate the effect that (un)certainty has on the suppression of 
the right aSTG, we compared contrasts of A > P in each voice 
condition to see if it differs for SV stimuli as compared to OV 
or UV stimuli.
Finally, to provide clear effects of each treatment condi-
tion (UV and OV) compared to the control variable of one's 
own voice (SV), contrast estimates were reported via two- 
tailed paired sample t tests. These comparisons were per-
formed within both active (A) and passive (P) conditions. 
Furthermore, we provide BOLD whole- brain activation maps 
for each Source condition (P and A) against null trials (see 
supplementary).
4 |  RESULTS
4.1 | VAT results
Psychometric analysis of the VAT indicated little variability 
in the degree of morphing between SV and OV required to 
elicit responses at chance level (50%), which we identified 
as the point of maximum ambiguity. For the A condition, 9 
participants had PMAs at 40%, 8 at 50%, and 10 at 60% mor-
phing. In the passive condition, eleven participants required 
40%, seven 50%, and nine 60% morphing. There was no sig-
nificant difference between the average morphing required to 
elicit PMA in A (μ 50%, SD 0.085) and P (μ 50%, SD 0.087) 
conditions. Although no participant matched criteria for pho-
nagnosia as specified by the screening task, VAT data from 
one participant was excluded due to an inability to reliably 
differentiate between their own and other voices.
4.2 | TVA localizer results
The TVA fMRI localizer produced four significant cluster- 
level activations (see Table 1 for details). Within two large 
bilateral STG (BA 22) clusters, each included three peak- 
level significant activations. These peaks correspond to the 
posterior, middle, and anterior STG. Two smaller clusters 
were found in the right precentral gyrus (BA 6), the left IFG 
(BA 44), and the left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40). All 
significant cluster- and peak- level coordinates survived a 
FDR correction of 0.05. These results replicate the pattern 
of TVA regions of peak activity (e.g., Belin et  al.,  2000; 
Fecteau et al., 2004; Latinus et al., 2013; Pernet et al., 2015). 
The right aSTG peak was chosen for the ROI analysis of 
self- voice- attribution.
4.3 | LMM ROI results
Contrast estimates calculated for each Voice condition 
(SV, UV, and OV) within each Source condition (A and P) 
were used as input for the 2 × 3 factorial design (see sup-
plementary). Linear mixed model analysis of the right aSTG 
(Figure 4a) produced an FDR- corrected significant main ef-
fect for the factor of Voice (F2,118.94 = 4.90, p = .021). No 
significant effect was observed for Source (F1,118.92 = 0.53, 
T A B L E  1  TVA localizer results
Cluster # Peak Label BA Coordinates (x, y, x) Cluster- Level p- FDR Peak- Level p- FDR Cluster Size (voxels)
1 L pSTG 22 −60 −24 0 2.67 × 10– 14 9.29 × 10– 12 4,551
L aSTG 22 −58 −10 −2 9.04 × 10– 11
L mSTG 22 −66 −16 −2 3.51 × 10– 8
2 R pSTG 22 58 −24 −2 2.05 × 10– 14 1.07 × 10– 9 4,565
R aSTG 22 58 2 −10 2.00 × 10– 9
R mSTG 22 58 −8 −6 2.74 × 10– 9
3 R preCG 6 52 52 0 0.007 3.44 × 10– 4 408
4 L IFG 44 −42 14 22 0.019 0.002 294
Note: Results from TVA localizer task: Coordinates listed in MNI space; L: left, R: right, (p/a/m)STG: posterior/anterior/middle superior temporal gyrus, preCG: 
precentral gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; 7 peak- level activations in 4 clusters: 1. left STG, 2. right STG, 3. right preCG, 4. left IFG; All listed significant regions 
survived FDR- corrected threshold 0.05.
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p = .47). A trend for the expected interaction effect between 
Voice and Source was observed, although it did not survive 
FDR correction for multiple comparisons (F2,118.94 = 3.40, 
p = .065). Our a priori hypotheses regarding a difference in 
suppression effects (A > P) between voice conditions, how-
ever, was supported by the finding that MIS is observed pref-
erentially for SV stimuli (t119 = −2.7, p = .021).
The LMM analysis was repeated for the right IFG ROI 
(Figure  4b). A significant FDR- corrected main effect of 
Source was observed (F1,116.04  =  9.93, p  =.002). No main 
effect was found for the factor of Voice (F2,115.95  =  1.52, 
p =.26), and no interaction between Voice and Source were 
observed (F2,115.81 = 1.60, p =.26).
Finally, for both ROIs, we report direct comparisons of 
treatment (UV and OV) and control (SV) conditions within 
each source conditions (A and P). Activation of the right 
aSTG was reduced when participants actively produced SV 
compared to OV (t121 = −2.773, p = .0064), but not compared 
to UV (t121  =  −0.591, p  =  .5553). Conversely, activation 
of the right aSTG was no different when participants were 
passively exposed to SV compared to the OV (t118 = 0.401, 
p  =  .6891), but increased compared to UV (t118  =  2.612, 
p = .0102). Therefore, the right aSTG was less active when 
self- generating a voice certain to be one's compared to an ex-
ternal source, and more active when passively hearing a voice 
certain to be one's own compared to when uncertain. In the 
right IFG, activation was reduced when participants actively 
produced SV compared to OV (t116  =  −2.316, p  =.0223), 
but not compared to UV (t115 = −0.846, p =.3993). When 
passively exposed, activation of the right IFG was no differ-
ent when presented with SV compared to OV (t117 = 1.66, 
p =.8681), or to UV (t117 = 0.758, p =.4499). In summary, 
in the right IFG a greater activation relative to the self- voice 
control was reported in only the externalized self- generated 
voice.
5 |  DISCUSSION
The current study investigated how unexpected sensory feed-
back affects certainty in self- voice attribution. We report first 
fMRI evidence that aligns with EEG reports, namely self- 
voice MIS is observed in the anterior region of the STG even 
when one's own voice is elicited by a button press. Expected 
self- voice quality, learned through long- term experience with 
self- voice feedback sufficiently modulates MIS. Importantly, 
this effect was specific to vocal properties matching the pro-
ducer's own voice and was not observed when hearing an-
other voice or being uncertain about the voice of a speaker. 
The right IFG showed increased activation in response to the 
self- generated voice compared to listening to the same voice. 
It is possible that this response is driven by voice trials not 
attributed to oneself. This region is known to be more active 
when perceived stimuli conflict with expected sensory feed-
back. Together, these findings suggest a differentiation be-
tween and a potential interplay of right IFG and anterior STG 
in voice processing, and more specifically feedback monitor-
ing of self- generated voice and voice attribution.
5.1 | Voice identity and motor- induced 
suppression in the anterior STG
Our results confirm right anterior STG/S involvement for 
voice identity and indicate that this region plays a specific 
role in segregating the speaker's voice from other voices in 
the monitoring of auditory feedback. We replicate previous 
TVA findings that the STG and upper bank of the STS con-
tain three bilateral voice patches (Table 1) (Belin et al., 2000; 
Pernet et  al.,  2015). The processing of speech- related lin-
guistic (“what”) features have been attributed predominantly 
to the left hemisphere, while speaker- related paralinguistic 
F I G U R E  4  fMRI Voice Perception Task (VPT) LMM Results: Linear mixed model analysis on ROIs in A) right anterior superior temporal 
gyrus (aSTG) and B) right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Active: button- press condition, passive: hearing condition, SV: self- voice, UV: uncertain- 
voice, OV: other- voice. Hypothesis- driven analysis in right aSTG confirmed motor induced suppression (for contrast active > passive) for only SV 
as compared to UV or OV (t(119) = −2.7, p = .021)  
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(“who”) features have been attributed predominantly to the 
right hemisphere (Belin et  al.,  2002; Ethofer et  al.,  2006, 
2007; Formisano et  al.,  2008; Grandjean et  al.,  2005; Kotz 
et  al.,  2003; Moerel et  al.,  2012; Schirmer & Kotz,  2006; 
Wiethoff et al., 2008). Furthermore, regions of the right lateral 
temporal cortex are specialized for different speaker- related 
information. Identity attribution is localized to the anterior re-
gion of the STG/S (Belin & Zatorre, 2003; Fecteau et al., 2004; 
von Kriegstein et al., 2003; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004; 
Latinus et  al.,  2013; Schelinski et  al.,  2016). Considering 
voice- identity processing as a multi- stage process, low- level 
acoustics features are evaluated in the posterior STG for cues 
relevant to speaker identification; the extracted cues are then 
further processed and compared to prototypes for deviance 
detection in the middle STG, and finally voice identity recog-
nition occurs in the anterior STG (Maguinness et al., 2018).
We conducted ROI analyses to test voice identity in the right 
anterior STG due to its responsiveness to variation in voice iden-
tity but did not include other TVA regions in our analysis. This 
allowed us to detect fine- grain differences in activation patterns 
influenced only by voice identity in a region that is related to the 
perception of one's own voice. To provide sufficient informa-
tion for the extraction of paralinguistic speaker- related features, 
steady 500 ms vowel excerpts were chosen as voice samples 
(Pinheiro et  al.,  2018; Schweinberger et  al.,  1997, 2011; Van 
Berkum et al., 2008). Although vowels provide fundamental cues 
that allow differentiating between speakers (Belin et al., 2004; 
Kreiman & Sidtis, 2011; Latinus & Belin, 2011; Schweinberger 
et al., 2014), to the best of our knowledge, no study has yet con-
firmed whether such basic stimuli carry enough identity cues 
to allow for explicit self- recognition (Conde et al., 2018). Our 
results confirm that the use of short vowels is sufficient to accu-
rately recognize self versus other voices.
Suppression of self- generated relative to passively heard 
voice in the right anterior STG occurred only within SV (see 
Figure 4a). One possible interpretation for this selective find-
ing is that participants are most familiar with their own voice 
and they can, therefore, predict the features of their own voice 
more efficiently. In the right anterior STG, voice identity is 
defined by the extent that speaker- related cues deviate from 
prototypes of expected voice qualities (Andics et al., 2010, 
2013; Bruckert et al., 2010; Latinus & Belin, 2011; Latinus 
et al., 2013; Mullennix et al., 2011; Petkov & Vuong, 2013; 
Schweinberger et  al.,  2014). These referential prototypes 
are learned through mean- based coding (Hoffman & 
Logothesis,  2009), and differ for male and female voices 
(Charest et al., 2013; Latinus et al., 2013). While it is clear 
that low- level acoustic processing is involved in recognizing 
the identity of a speaker (Baumann & Belin, 2010; Gaudrain 
et al., 2009; Kreitewolf et al., 2014; Nolan et al., 2011; Smith 
& Patterson, 2005; Smith et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2011), 
the specific features that drive voice identification vary from 
voice to voice (Kreiman et al., 1992; Latinus & Belin, 2012; 
Lavner et al., 2000, 2001; Xu et al., 2013). Furthermore, vari-
able acoustic features of the voice do not only exist between 
speakers, but also within individual speakers (Lavan et al., 
2019). Therefore, increased experience with the voice of a 
specific speaker facilitates more efficient recognition of voice 
identity. As speakers are most experienced with their own 
voice, little divergence from mean- based coding is expected.
Alternatively, MIS of the self- voice in a dynamic multi- 
speaker environment is important for the segregation of 
internally and externally controlled voice stimuli. During vo-
calization, an efference copy of the motor command is sent from 
motor planning areas to auditory and sensorimotor cortical re-
gions to notify of impending feedback (Hickok, 2012; Hickok 
et al., 2011; Kearney & Guenther, 2019; Rauschecker, 2011; 
Rauschecker & Scott,  2009; Tourville & Guenther,  2011). 
Error- cells in the posterior STG (planum temporale) receive 
these signals from Broca's area to remain inactive in response 
to the expected self- voice and to engage when perceiving 
voice feedback outside the control of the speaker (Guenther 
et al., 2006). To date, fMRI research using vocal feedback par-
adigms, has provided evidence for this form of MIS depen-
dent on vocal production. For example, MIS has been reported 
for unaltered vocal production relative to hearing a record-
ing of self- voice or in a noisy environmental (Christoffels 
et  al.,  2007), when acoustically distorted (Christoffels 
et  al.,  2011; Fu et  al.,  2006; McGuire et  al.,  1996; Zheng 
et al., 2010), or replaced with the voice of another speaker (Fu 
et al., 2006; McGuire et al., 1996). However, as these para-
digms all rely on vocal production, they could not isolate how 
voice identity engages the anterior STG in voice production. 
EEG research has provided evidence for MIS in the auditory 
cortex that does not depend on vocal speech production as it 
is observed even when sounds are elicited by a button press. 
For example, MIS of the N1 response was reported for both, 
vocal (Behroozmand & Larson,  2011; Heinks- Maldonado 
et al., 2005; Sitek et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014) and button- 
press elicited self- voice (Ford et al., 2007; Knolle et al., 2019; 
Pinheiro et al., 2018; Whitford et al., 2011). In line with pre-
vious EEG evidence, the current findings confirm self- voice 
suppression as a marker of voice identity in the right anterior 
STG. The reported MIS is specific to self- voice processing, 
providing further evidence of voice identity suppression inde-
pendent of previously reported cortical suppression during un-
perturbed speech. Importantly, this pattern was observed only 
for own voice attribution and was not present when the voice 
was distorted to an extent that self- attribution was uncertain.
5.2 | Expected feedback and the IFG
The right IFG was more strongly activated when participants 
generated their own voice with a button press as compared to 
passive listening to their own voice. This finding confirms that 
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this region is more responsive to sounds triggered by oneself, 
potentially as part of an auditory feedback loop. Increased ac-
tivity in this region has been observed in response to acousti-
cally altered (Behroozmand et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2006; Guo 
et al., 2016; Tourville et al., 2008; Toyomura et al., 2007), 
physically perturbed (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011), and exter-
nalized voice feedback (Fu et al., 2006).
In response to unexpected sensory information, the right 
IFG plays a significant role in relaying salient signals to atten-
tion networks. Moreover, the right IFG is part of a prediction 
network, which forms expectations and detects unexpected 
sensory outcomes (Siman- Tov et al., 2019). When prediction 
errors are detected, an inferior frontal network produces a sa-
lience response (Cai et  al.,  2014; Chang et  al.,  2013; Power 
et  al.,  2011; Seeley,  2010). Salience signals engage ventral 
and dorsal attention networks, overlapping the right infe-
rior frontal cortex. The ventral attention network responds 
with bottom- up inhibition of ongoing action (Aron, Robbins, 
& Poldrack,  2004, 2014), such as halting manual or speech 
movement (Aron,  2007; Aron & Poldrack,  2006; Chevrier 
et  al.,  2007; Xue et  al.,  2008). Correspondingly, damage to 
prefrontal regions affects the ability to stop one's own actions 
(Aron et al., 2003), and is similarly diminished when the IFG is 
deactivated with TMS (Chambers et al., 2006). The salience re-
sponse may also engage the dorsal attention network to facilitate 
a top- down response (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Dosenbach 
et al., 2007; Eckert et al., 2009; Fox et al., 2006), for exam-
ple, in goal- directed vocal compensation to pitch- shift (Riecker 
et al., 2000; Toyomura et al., 2007; Zarate & Zatorre, 2005) or 
somatosensory perturbation (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011). The 
right IFG in the current study maps with a region determined 
by an ALE meta- analysis of neuroimaging studies that exper-
imentally manipulated auditory feedback in vocal and manual 
production (Johnson et al., 2019). As the current experiment 
required no explicit response to a change in stimulus quality, 
we hypothesized that increased activity in the right IFG may 
represent the initial salience response to unexpected voice qual-
ity. However, the effect of voice identity in the right IFG did not 
reach significance, and there was no significant interaction be-
tween stimulus source and voice identity in this region. We note 
that the main effect of the source appears most strongly driven 
by unfamiliar or ambiguous voices, with an intermediate level 
increase in the uncertain condition (see Figure 4b). It is possi-
ble that substantial variability in the data limiting these results 
was due to the passive nature of the task with no overt atten-
tion to stimulus quality. As activity in this region is associated 
with attention and subsequent inhibition/adaptation responses, 
the degree to which each participant attended to the change in 
stimulus quality is unclear. However, simple contrast analyses 
relative to self- voice demonstrated a significant increase in ac-
tivation for only self- generated other- voice. It is possible that 
this region is solely activated when voice feedback is manipu-
lated to the extent that it is externalized. Conversely, although 
psychometric testing confirmed the subjective ability of par-
ticipants to correctly recognize their own and other voices at a 
behavior level, it is possible that the brief vowel stimuli did not 
provide sufficient information to signal a strong response to un-
expected changes in self- voice leading to uncertainty. Further 
research is, therefore, needed to clarify whether the right IFG 
is responsive to voice identity, and to which extent this may be 
driven by the degree of salience elicited in divergence from 
expected qualities of self- voice.
5.3 | Variability in self- monitoring  
thresholds
Although recordings of self- voice can produce a feeling of 
eeriness for listeners as compared to when spoken (Kimura 
& Yotsumoto,  2018), people nevertheless recognize re-
corded voice samples as their own (Candini et  al.,  2014; 
Hughes & Nicholson, 2010; Kaplan et al., 2008; Nakamura 
et  al.,  2001; Pinheiro et  al., 2016, 2019; Pinheiro, Rezaii, 
Nestor, et  al.,  2016; Rosa et  al.,  2008; Xu et  al.,  2013). 
However, in ambiguous conditions (i.e., acoustic distortion), 
the ability to accurately attribute a voice to oneself is dimin-
ished (Allen et al., 2004, 2005, 2006; Allen et al., 2007; Fu 
et al., 2006; Kumari, Fannon, et al., 2010; Kumari, Antonova, 
et al., 2010). As ambiguity increases, an attribution threshold 
is passed, initiating a transition from uncertainty to exter-
nalization (Johns et al., 2001, 2003, 2006; Vermissen et al., 
2007). This threshold, however, varies from person to person 
(Asai & Tanno, 2013). It was, therefore, necessary to deter-
mine the degree of morphing required to elicit uncertainty in 
the attribution of voice identity via separate 2AFC psycho-
metric analysis for each participant. In doing so, we could 
confirm that fMRI responses in the PMA condition were spe-
cific to the experience of maximum uncertainty, regardless 
of any variability in the individual thresholds. These results 
confirmed that participants were able to discriminate their 
self- voice from an unfamiliar voice, with relatively little vari-
ation regarding the point of maximum ambiguity.
An externalization bias is particularly prominent in schizo-
phrenia patients who experience AVH (Allen et  al.,  2004, 
Allen et al., 2007; Costafreda et al., 2008; Heinks- Maldonado 
et al., 2007; Johns et al., 2001, 2006; Pinheiro, Rezaii, Rauber, 
et al., 2016). It has been hypothesized that the processing of sa-
lient stimuli with minimal divergence from expectations leads 
to an externalization bias that may manifest in the experience 
of AVH (Sommer et al., 2008). Correspondingly, as the sever-
ity of AVH symptoms increase, accuracy in self- attribution 
voice diminishes (Allen et al., 2004, 2006; Pinheiro, Rezaii, 
Rauber, et  al., 2016). Notably, this symptomology does not 
only exist within patient groups. Individuals who present 
sub- clinical symptoms but are at a high risk to develop psy-
chosis, display levels of self- monitoring performance similar 
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to patients who meet a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia 
(Johns et al., 2010; Vermissen et al., 2007). Indeed, prone-
ness to hallucinate is a continuum and AVH is experienced 
in the general populations as well, although at lower rates 
(Baumeister et  al.,  2017). Even in non- clinical populations, 
AVH are associated with a bias toward external voice attribu-
tions (Asai & Tanno, 2013; Pinheiro et al., 2019). The current 
findings may be of value in the understanding of the neural 
substrates underlying dysfunctional self- other voice attribu-
tion. In light of our observation that the anterior STG displays 
a qualitatively different activation for self- voice relative to an 
unfamiliar voice and the hypothesized influence of right IFG 
overactivity in salience detection in AVH, we suggest future 
research in high- risk groups to assess a possibly altered inter-
action between these two regions. Structural and functional 
connectivity MRI analysis may help explain whether aber-
rant communication between these two regions, or individual 
changes in either or both regions lead to this symptomatology.
6 |  CONCLUSION
The goal of the current experiment was to investigate how lev-
els of self- voice certainty alter brain activity in voice identity 
and feedback quality monitoring regions of the brain. By rep-
licating earlier findings using a voice area localizer task, we 
isolated a putative voice identity region in the right anterior 
STG. Our results indicate activity in this TVA is suppressed 
only for the self- generated voice. Although the involvement 
of the right IFG was not confirmed in processing unexpected 
features of uncertain voice identity, increased IFG activity 
in response to the self- generated other- voice was observed, 
indicating a possible role of feedback- monitoring for ex-
ternalized voice. Using a novel self- monitoring paradigm, 
we provide the first fMRI evidence for the effectiveness of 
button- press voice- elicitation in modulating identity- related 
MIS in the auditory cortex. Further, we present novel find-
ings on the effectiveness of brief vowel excerpts to provide 
sufficient paralinguistic information to explicitly identify 
one's own voice. Finally, we suggest a potential dynamic 
interaction of the right anterior STG and IFG in self- voice 
monitoring. The feedback monitoring frontal region may in-
form the temporal voice identity region whenever a salience 
threshold has been passed and voice feedback is influenced 
by or under the control of an external actor. The implications 
of the current results may be particularly relevant to the ex-
ternalization of self- generated voice in AVH.
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